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1. Letter from SG 

 

Distinguished Participants,  

 

As the Secretary-General of YÜKOMUN’20, it is a pleasure for me to welcome you all to the 

Yükselen Model United Nations Online Conference. To briefly introduce myself, my name is 

Burak Yağız Güllü, I am currently a high school student in Yükselen Science High School and I'm 

also dealing with coding and electronic projects. 

 

Since the beginning of my MUN journey I always dreamed of organizing my own conference with 

a successful and hardworking team and first INFIMUM is my pupil. However, YUKOMUN'20 

was the first and best conference that I will do for my school. I hope you will be satisfied with our 

hard-working academic and organizational team and executive board. Welcome to a conference 

that will distract you during the prolonged online MUN period and hopefully give you an amazing 

experience. 

 

I would like to thank three special people, our Academic Advisor Ceylin Kızılkaya ,our Director-

General Levent Şahin and our Deputy Director-General Çağan Şimşek. They always supported me 

no matter what and gave their best to organize YUKOMUN’20. Our conference would not be able 

to accomplish without them. 

 

We are more than honored to see you in our family. I hope you have fun and an unforgettable 

experience during YUKOMUN’20. 

 

Best Regards,  

Secretary-General of YUKOMUN’20   

Burak Yağız Güllü 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. Letter from USG 

 

Distinguished Participants of YUKOMUN ONLINE 2020, 

 

It is my great pleasure to participate in the first edition of YUKOMUN as the Under-Secretary-

General of Futuristic Crisis Committee Themed End of Nations. My name is Adnan Cem Kıral. 

I am 21 Years old and I am currently studying Political Science and International Relations in 

Yeditepe University. The specialized area that I am working on is International Law and 

Diplomacy. Also, the special historical term that I am researching and working on that is, 

Politics of 19. Century Continental Europe. With my intensive enthusiasm on diplomatic 

construction of the world, I am actively participating in Model United Nations Conferences, 

Diplomacy Simulations and Debate Tournaments. My MUN & Diplomacy Simulation based 

Academically Improvement focused career is going on since 2015. In the similar sense, I have 

been participating in debate tournaments since 2018. I would also proudly like to phrase that I 

am the Senior Academic Agency member of the Historical Crisis & Simulation Unity; which 

is in-my-opinion the only current (means, October 2020) remained actively working 

’diplomacy simulations’ promoted’ association. I have actively taken part in more than 70 

conferences so far, and it will be about 90 with the conferences that I am currently working on, 

in the framework of the academic unit, of the further ones.   

 

As it has understood from its name, our committee is going to be setting in the future. It would 

seem quite a pessimistic scenario, when you have read the ‘’timeline of events during between 

2020’s last two months and 2214’s first nine months’’; however, as it has obviously been 

understood while reading, it is in your hand to change the future. When you have read carefully, 

you may totally see your strength in order to be effective for the world. The aim would be 

seeming like ‘’creating the technocracy against the ongoing anarchy’’. However, it is not 

limited to that. All kinds of creative ideas would be valid on this platform. Even if this scenario 

would seem exaggerated, in the real world, you might also coincide with some kind of similar 

world issue. This would be an exaggerated exemplification, however, it should also be required 

to get used to that kind of circumstances. Because in the real world, there are dozens of IDEAs 

(International Drug Sensitization Association). In this committee, there will be hypothetical 

proceedings of the ‘’gathering of the hopeful experts around the world, in order to promote the 

order of the World, connected to the Sustainable Development Goals and UN Missions of 21. 

Century. All the steps are supplying the essence during the last 200 years in the world (basically 



 

 

2214). The roles / clarified explanation of position and the timeline are supplying essence for 

this committee.  

 

Moreover, all the before-conference-instructions are having essence, particularly for the online 

conferences. Actually it would be partly harder to maintain the process for the conference 

because of the technical issues or the things like that. However, in order to ease all the works, 

the collaborations; like the objectives of diplomacy. For instance, even you have been 

‘’immensely advanced leveled Delegate (Cabinet Member Delegate)’’; as USG and as the 

person who is having five-yeared-MUN-experienced with the framework of 90 conferences 

almost in the different proceeding owning ones; I am highly recommending you to take part in 

the training process and the before-phased workshops if you have found opportunity. Because, 

undoubtedly; without actually literally any doubts, it is always including the 

‘’constructiveness’’. And missing that kind of chance would actually be a literal lost for the 

participants. Let’s say, you could not find a chance to take part; then at least it is required to be 

reading the Rules of Procedure, Handbooks, Code of Conduct and Study Guides ‘extra’ very 

carefully. And then it is required to contact the Academic Managers (USG & Academic 

Assistant & Committee Director(s) & Specialized Crisis Director) of the committee. Or the 

organizers of the conference. As a person, who is having more than 70 experiences, I have also 

implied my strategies like that and I have always seen the profits for that. Because; unless the 

conference’s ‘meaning’ would not be supplied sufficiently. Consequently, it is immensely 

essential to eliminate the misunderstandings / or the unclarified parts’ clarification.  

 

Before concluding my letter, I would like to present my special thanks that are required, 

because they are having great contributions for the background era of this Study Guide. Firstly, 

I am appreciating the efforts of the Academicians that I have taken the courses that they have 

been instructed, it has a lot of inspiration from them in order to construct my statements 

academically: for contributing me to set my History of International Relations based interests 

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Murat Arslan, for contributing my mindset for diplomacy Assoc. Prof. Dr. 

Selin Türkeş Kılıç, for the fundamentals of the Politics basing domestic & international Assoc. 

Prof. Dr. Tekin Enerem and Assoc. Prof. Dr. İlkim Büke Okyar, for contributing basically to 

Global Conflict Resolution and International Law Prof. Dr. Emin Gürses and Prof. Dr. Cengiz 

Okman.  

 



 

 

Last but not least, I am thanking a lot to our Academic and Organization Team Members who 

have entertained immense effort for the conference, in order to always make it better. For her 

constructive feedback to the submissions that I have done so far, her focuses on the 

improvement and her always optimistic stance to the team; thank you very much our Esteemed 

Academic Advisor Ms. Ceylin Kızılkaya. For his patience during the process, his faith for the 

team and all the arrangement based efforts; I am thanking a lot to our Secretary General Mr. 

Burak Yağız Güllü  

 

   I am wishing good luck, fruitful debates and a successful process for all the participants in 

the conference. I hope the good memories will be left behind; after the conference for everyone. 

If you have any questions, comments, things that you would like to specify, any agrees, any 

disagrees, criticisms; you may always feel free to contact me via 

adnancem.kiral@std.yeditepe.edu.tr  

 

Kind Regards, 

Adnan Cem Kıral 

Under-Secretary-General of FCC: End of Nations  
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3. Introduction to Crisis Procedure 

 

  Joint Crisis Committee is the simulation platform that includes a certain time period, the war 

process or the diplomatic crisis or crises case and the properly grouply sectionally division to the 

cabinets. This committee can be a solo, joint or alternative multi joint committee in accordance 

with the proceeding. Usually, instead of basing a certain agenda item; there is an acting with the 

open agenda process.  

 

   According to the historical crisis committee; this means a process that is having certain 

characteristics. There is a unit that includes the responsible individuals for the crisis management 

of the conference’s committees’ process. For the steps that will be emerging, the updates & crisis 

updates & informings from ‘’Crisis Team’’ and ‘’Undersecretariat’’ are including an essence for 

the cabinet(s). In accordance with the updates that has received; the submission of the directives, 

releasing of the press releases, requests for the diplomatic negotiations and/or the mobilization of 

the ultimatum could be in order.  

 

   In the futuristic and historical contexts; many similarities of the proceeding of the crisis 

committee procedure could be seen. However, as little differences exist between these contexts 

like: in ‘’Historical Simulations’’, there are circumstances for using the real updates from history 

as the clue, the conference’s committee’s crisis process’ starting point afterward has been counting 

as the ‘’alternative history’’ nevertheless the beforehand of the starting point is directly certainly 

including the truth and the technological circumstances are supplying the essence for the period; 

‘’Futuristic Crisis Cabinet’’ is including the future that has been determined by the committee’s 

theme and the ‘’timeline of the events that has happened from nowadays to the specific time of the 

committee’s proceeding has been starting’’ will be given with the study guides in order to maintain 

the knowledge of the situation of the technology, social staff and the scientific process and it has 

given by the academic team.  

 

    Before the documents’ submissions and the direction to the ‘’whom may it concern’’; if the 

‘’committee directive’’ has been written; the unity of the ideas has been essential and it has been 

established from the procedure. If there is a separation of the ideas; then, certain group of people 

can be sent ‘’joint directive’’ with the consent of the Committee Director(s). The submissions of 

all these directives and/or the released press releases are having essence regarding the upcoming 

news updates, crisis updates and the further context of updates. Beforehand, the Crisis Unit of the 



 

 

Conference should approve the certain directives. Unless, the reasons for the denial have been 

formally properly expressed from the Curatorship or the Crisis Unit of the committee; then the new 

attempts will be made from the Cabinet Member Delegates. (Usually, in an MUN Conferences the 

title of Under-Secretary-General has been used instead of Curator and the Curator is the responsible 

for the main academic arrangement of the committee as the most authoritative figure as manager 

& instructor. Under-Secretary-General is the one responsible for being ‘’representative of the 

committee in the conference as the most authorized figure in the committee)  

 

Committee’s Cabinet Members are including: 

- Committee Director(s) 

- Cabinet Member Delegates 

 

Furthermore there are executives in the background in order to manage the process; for the update’s 

proceeding management, announcing of them...:  

- Crisis Team Members  

- Academic Assistant & Crisis Assistant 

 

Directives’ main types are: ‘’committee directive’’, ‘’joint directive’’, ‘’personal directive’’ and 

‘’top secret directive (Confidential)’’  

* Secret Directives are only inquiring the sender and the Crisis Unit 

 

Directives’ main contents are : ‘’Action Order’’ , ‘’International Action Order’’ , ‘’Diplomatic 

Letter’’, ‘’Communication Directive’’ , ‘’Intelligence Directive’’ , ‘’Military Directive’’ 

 

Additionally there are Press Releases and Treaties.  

 

   All the Cabinet Members are having different roles. It is obligatory to act responsibly to the given 

role. For instance; there could be a division to the ministries: ‘’Secretary of Defense’’, ‘’Chancellor 

of Exchequer’’, ‘’Minister of Foreign Affairs’’, ‘’Internal Affairs Responsible Executive’’, 

‘’Ambassador’’, ‘’Minister of Energy’’, ‘’Commander of Naval Forces’’, ‘’Chief of Air Forces 

Unit’’ etc. All these Cabinet Members have expected to act systematically. It can be obviously 

possible that, if the Cabinet Members have responded to the crises properly; the superiority could 

be adjusted.  

 



 

 

    

Personal Directive =  

● Written by ONLY one Cabinet Member.  

● Needs consent of the Chair Board.  

● Responsibility is belonging to the submitter.  

● Could be for the specific purpose of the specific task.(for example: If there is a necessity 

for the activation of the troops; Commander-General would be sending a Personal 

Directive.)  

● Directive should be SUFFICIENT with the rules of the SUITABILITY of W/H questions 

that contents ‘’from whom, this has been sending and what are the characteristics of the 

certain responsibilities in this directive’’, ‘’content area of this directive’’, ‘’why this has 

been attempted’’, ‘’which unit is sending this directive’’, ‘’how to supply the 

circumstances given at the directive’’, ‘’what are the certain circumstances for the directive 

and what kind of supports is needing’’, ‘’when the directive’s circumstances will be 

activated and which time periods would it be including’’, ‘’what are the contented areas of 

this directive(as detailed as possible)’’ 

 

Joint Directive =  

● Same SUFFICIENCY & SUITABILITY rules that above given are accessible.  

● ‘’More than one cabinet members’’ are including the ‘’from:’’ part of the directive.  

● Consent of the Chair Board is still a necessity.  

● If the Cabinet is including the Senate: there would the the extra content as the type which 

is ‘’collective directive’’ for instance ‘’collectively all the militaries are gathering and 

submitting ‘’collective directive’’ from ‘’Secretary of Defense’’’’  

● The co-operation between the individuals can be the inclusion.  

● Common Profits can be the inclusion of the directive 

 

Committee Directive =  

● Same SUFFICIENCY & SUITABILITY rules that above given are accessible.  

● ALL Cabinet Members are content to the ‘’From:’’ part of this directive.  

● In accordance with the collectiveness; the consent of all members are actually a necessity 

apart from the emergent situation that has used the Chair Board Discretion; for instance, 

‘’when the opponent military forces have been settled next to the borders of the country, at 

this time Chair can implement discretion’’.  



 

 

● Protects whole cabinet members’ profits and should be eligible to be proved that it is legal 

for all the members of the cabinet.  

 

Top Secret Directive =  

● Same SUFFICIENCY & SUITABILITY rules that above given are accessible.  

● Can be Personal or Joint 

● Like it has said for the Personal Directive; it also belongs to the sender(s) as the responsible 

person (or people).  

● Cannot be known from the anyone else apart from the sender(s) (apart from the possible 

leakage cases)  

● Includes ‘’betrayal’’, ‘’separate work from the committee’s proceeding’’ etc. (for instance, 

one of the statesmen because of some reasons, do not want to be the part of the task of the 

committee members and/or parallelly / parallelly; the existed plan has come to the 

individual(s) mind, then that kind of confidential content shall be intervened.)  

 

 

Press Release =  

● Can be a newsletter that can be enforced or directly released.  

● Direction to specific groups for a reason can be the content.  

● The consolidation of the attempt shall be including the certain release. (Usually used) 

● Can be poetic.  

● Can be including the agreement , abstractedly or legally 

● Can be secretly threat 

● Can be including the action request to the certain group.  

 

Treaty = In case of Multi-States have gathered with the common approach to the circumstances, 

the assurance of the treaty shall be interpreted in accordance with the assurance of international 

law.  

 

Communique = Usually transnational units utilize that kind of diplomatic instrument appropriate 

to the international law and aims to install the status-quo or create impact or completely change. 

Also known as the official formal diplomatic communication letter that is either upper content of 

communication directive or upper content of communique.  

 



 

 

Directives’ contents ===  

 

Military Directive = Armies’ Mobilization, Armies settlement to one area to another area, 

equipmental supplements’ methods, how-to’s, what-kind have content in it.  

 

Intelligence Directive = Location, time, result, person, event, situation and these kind of based 

questions can be asked.  

 

Communication Directive = for arranging a meeting or for sending a quick news; that can be used.  

 

Action Order Directive = Emergent and quick cases that include the actions during the immense-

contented process. 

 

4. Definition of Key Terms 

 

Pandemic: the epidemic of disease that has spread across a large region 

 

Central Bank: the financial unit or the center that controls the monetary activities domestically or 

macroeconomically (global-based) 

 

Investment: the expenditure that has done in order to contribute or conduct the profit as a country 

or as an individual in the long run 

Expansionary Policy (based on Global Economy): the moment based or long term based economic 

structure that has seen the un-limitation at the expenditure, the opposite of the contractive policy  

 

Market Economy: the platform that controls the economic and financial activities and determining 

the ongoing at the process 

 

 Symptom: the impacts that have shown before the diseases or the possibility of the diseases 

 

Recession: the lack of the appropriate stability at the economy, the dramatical constancy at the 

economic process 

 

Procurement: the conduction of supply from the upper institution at the industry 



 

 

 

Monetary policy: the policies that are implemented by monetary authorities such as central banks 

in order to change interest rates and supply of currency 

 

Fiscal policy: the policies implemented by the governments in order to stimulate or slow down the 

economy by increasing or decreasing government spendings 

 

Aggregate demand: the total demand for goods and services in a country 

 

Aggregate supply: the total production of goods and services in a country, measured by the GDP 

 

Security Dilemma: The situation when the defence policies have been contradicting and causing 

the crucial military issue just for the purpose of defence but preempt conflicts’ release 

 

Proxy War: Two sides are both arming their allies and the allies of opposition sides are militarily 

attacking each other and it is certain war type 

 

Missile: releasing the armament capability to the opposition side in order to occur deterrence of 

itself  

 

Collective Security: setting an alliance in order to promote the assurance of all members of the 

alliance are in the safety situation because in order to possible attacks all the alliance members will 

interfere to rescue the victim member 

 

Deterrence: setting an armament or almost similar protection line against your opposition sides’ 

fear 

 

Detente: the policy or the situation when the war or similar conflict is coming to an end and 

disarmament or peace agreement would be signed for the assurance 

 

Invasion: the collective running into the certain land, generally planned, and it usually aims the 

chaotic situation from the proposer 

 



 

 

Immigration: permanently or non-permanently settling another place from your homeland because 

of several reasons such as war, lack of economy, education or something related to them 

 

Armament: deploying the weapons for the usually militarial causes for yourself or for your allies 

 

Sovereignty: being a sovereign, dominant, officially powerful on something or particularly 

somewhere in law; in order to your independence or autonomy and official declaration of them to 

the outside; the strongest example is ‘’the sovereignty belongs to the public without circumstances 

and conditions’’ quotate.   

 

Power: having capability on your hand to make someone do something usually without taking its 

permission or willingness 

 

Dominance: having an official power on someone or something to be dominant with the source of 

the tangible or intangible circumstance 

 

Containment: with presenting the common profits; having allies and using it as a policy 

Expansion: spreading out the territories or ideologies in order to be dominant around somewhere 

or around the world 

 

-Confederation = independent institutions that constructed by the people owns the same profit or 

same goal and the institutions for accomplish their achievements 

 

-Dominance = the pressure from the forceful leader and supply of the force to the certain society 

 

-Territory = the place owns to the certain autonomous group or the official country that assured by 

the certain borderlines 

 

-Raison d’etat = the French term and it was used Thirty Years’ War at most for identify the attitude 

of French Empire. The closest meaning of this term is ‘’national profit’’ 

 

-Alliance = setting a collaboration for common profit or to contribute security during the 

unexpected or typical situations 

 



 

 

-Conservatism = the extreme bond at the certain idea such as the nationalism that numerous 

countries imply during the unification process 

 

-Welfareness = contribution of the specialities of the social state such as promotion of equal rights 

to the citizen or advanced services according to the provisions of the taxes 

 

-Assembly = the official meeting that usually holds at the formal place which is appropriate to the 

theme of the agenda item of the assembly 

 

-Treaty = the detailed document that shows the certain deal or offer with two sides such as two 

citizens or two countries or two any groups  

 

 

5. Committee Introduction 

 

Eventually, ‘’End of Nations themed Futuristic Crisis Committee’’ as characteristics: this Solo 

Cabinet’s members are going to be the Cabinet Member Delegates from the year of 2214. 

Hypothetically, ‘Special Commission on Current Situation’’; the gathering of 15-member-of-

’’Upper Intelligence of the Globe’’ defined community; will be searching ‘’how to resolute 

globally’’ for the imperfections on the societal and political structure that chronically infected the 

world. This meeting is going to be at the capital of South Korea, Seoul and ‘’World Current 

Extraordinary Situation’’ agenda itemed negotiations will be inline with the process.  

 

Main issue is, dramatically impressing the World from the intensive consumption of the extremely 

harmful drug names Flakka’s (with the Scientific Name ‘’Alpha-PVP’’)1,2,3,4,5 expansion’s 

uncontrolled dimension’s existence. This drug is impacting to the mankinds intensively and causing 

addiction. The certain drug is turning the mankinds, literally a zombie with the symptoms of 

hallucination, destruction on the skin and creepiness. Naturally, the ‘’Order of the World’’ has 

affected imperfectly. Because of this dramaticness, the gathering of ‘’Upper Intelligence Mankins 

of the Globe’’ who are not infected from this drug will be gathering in order to be achieving the 

resolution points.  

 

Following these crises, the chaoticness, downward of the advancement of technology, sustainable 

development’s destruction and the related issues have been inevitable. Infected menkind 



 

 

particularly ‘’Upper Intelligence of the Globe’’ has deeply suffered and these various tasked 

members of the council; as the achieved goal; inspired by the 270 year ago’s aim to better the 

conditions of the term ‘’United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights’’; the related typed 

‘’United Nations Global New Status-Quo Declaration’’ has aimed.  

 

   These mankinds who are the members of the council; are scientists, commanders, politicians, 

lawyers and representatives related to these; who are having advanced titles for their professions. 

Additionally, UN News Agency (unofficially existed News Service for the commission) and 

‘’CounterIntelligence Investigation Program Masters’’ are periodically bringing updates & crisis 

updates to the Cabinet Member Delegates. In the conference, the positions are officially like the 

given from the first sentence. UN News Agency and Investigation Experts are representing: ‘’Crisis 

Team Members’’ and ‘’Under-Secretary-General’’.   

 

Declaration (or equivalent document that includes all the new laws, regulations, rules, status-quo, 

proceeding, systematic of the World, afterward) will be submitted after all the process. Different 

from UN Resolution, it includes the direct actions and decisions made by the members who insist 

on the process. The mandatory is, expressing all the inferred decisions and new global rules after 

the resolution process. As the World Biggest International Organization, UN based legislations (It 

will be hypothetically thought, however, as it has told, the existence of the such a known UN 

System and Mechanism is not having, however this summit is aiming the comeback of the certain 

structures from the Cabinet Members) are going to be impressing the globe in a perfect way. All 

the legislation should be discussed before it is written during the process. So that all the 

circumstances should be related to the given speeches and written documents.  

 

  If it has been explained fictionally: The action based and the strategy based items are having plus 

‘’Non-Player Character (NPC) behalved ‘’Order of World’’ is existing. In addition to the intensive 

battles, there will be political crises in advance with almost the same intensiveness at the systematic 

of the committee. From NPC, the counter actions / entertainments’ successes or unsuccessful will 

be informed from the Conference’s Crisis Team. There will be seen flakka drug’s intensive effects, 

during the process of simulation.  

 

 

 



 

 

   ‘’Multiplayer Battlefield Construction'’ themed this construction; will be in these certain 

characteristics in this conference:  

● Proceeding-Mode : Diplomacy 

● Theme : ‘’Futuristic Crisis Committee’’ 

● Content : ‘’Action Orders’’ , ‘’Press Releases’’ , ‘’Directives’’ , ‘’Treaties’’, 

‘’Conventions’’ and ‘’Declarations’’ + Negotiations 

● Among ‘’Liberation Front / Revolutionist independent construction / Order of World’’ ; 

this Cabinet will be the side of ‘’Liberation Front’’  

 

 

6. Theme and The Certain PROCEEDING MODE 

 

Regarding the United Nations Security Council, a meeting that has extraordinarily set.  

 

Date = 21.10.2214 

 

Place = Seoul, South Korea 

 

 

 

The conditions are including the struggling circumstances for the ongoing of the committees’ set 

year which is 2214. With the 190 year sustained process, the technology and systems have been 

destroyed step by step (it has been detailed in the part of ‘’Timeline of Events’’). After one point, 

the minority of the population have remained who are not incurred from the drug called Alpha PvP 

(Flakka)1,2,3,4,5. In other words, the minor population have remained healthy. Wıth the month of 

October 2214, the total population is 5 billion. 4 billion of the population is consuming a certain 

drug, and they are addicted. 2.5 billion of the population is literally infected from the drug and is 

already a literal effect of the drug, which is meaning they are incurring from illness. There are 

certain quarantined areas of the countries that are filling the empty lands where are proportionally 

capacitated whole the uninfected population of the country and from all the countries there are 

groups of 30 – 40 volunteer doctors from the countries for the arrangement. They have been 

medically testing as many people as they can, and making them join the quarantined land of their 

country. Consequently, all countries are having certain basins in their territories. This order has 

been sustaining since the year of 2160. 



 

 

7. Background of the Agenda Item: 

  

During almost two centuries; world is facing a crucial issue that has been apprised with the intensive 

consumption of Alpha-PVP named drug which is also called ‘’flakka’’, according to the society. 

This drug is dramatically turning mankind's crucially addicted with the harmnesses such as but not 

limited to; the symptoms of ‘’behaving creepy’’, ‘’destruction on the skin’s structure’’, 

‘’cannibalism’’, ‘’hallucination’’ like basically causing the ‘’zombie based mankind’’ being. 

Plus, these harmnesses are also included in the ‘’difficulties in communication’’ and ‘’lack of the 

talking abilities’’. Eventually, this situation is quite scary for the status-quo of the habited world 

order.  

 

This current meeting’s council members are including the experts that are having the awareness of 

the essence of the situation. The situation is dramatically including the heavy addiction and heavy 

expansion of this addiction. Unfortunately, the technology has also lacked because of the situation. 

Luckily, a certain group of people have saved themselves from the current chaotic process. Also, 

they are always achieving to make the world a better place, at least a livable place. Unfortunately, 

the nations have tended to be ended during the process. A certain group of people have gathered in 

the scientific community as the place in which they can be proceeding their research and 

developments in Seoul, which is the capital of South Korea.  

 

This meeting of the United Nations Security Council is included in the harmonization of the ideas 

from the seniors that have been experts on their topics. Every member of the council is having 

different and essential missions that are in the framework of the gathering bond. All these senior 

professors, scientists and strategists are aiming to be cracking down on the chain of the drug that 

has already exceeded the over-trafficking process. In this aim; the inclusions are finding cures for 

the infected mankinds, promoting the security of the remaining mankinds who are not infected yet 

and constituting the new Status Quo; with ‘’Universal Declaration of New Status-quo '’’s 

established in the meeting of the council. All these circumstances are going to be negotiated in the 

certain meeting.  

 

   Universal Declaration of New Status-quo = (will be including) 

- All the regulations that should be obeyed from the citizens 

- New Rules for the World for this process 

- Usage of the Drugs’ Order 



 

 

- Essential Headquarters that have been authorized for the assurance of the rules 

- Outcomes of the process  

 

 

8. Members’ Missions and Points Should be Covered 

 

Chairperson = The responsibility of convening the meeting, covering the order of the ideas, holding the 

sessions properly, effectively, efficiently and fruitfully are at their mission. Checking the excellency of the 

scientific outcomes of the negotiations are also on the hand of them in accordance with the controlling 

basement. This portfolio is also included in the direct relationship between the full authorization of the 

United Nations and International Platform.  

 

● Expert of Diplomacy = The negotiations between the states shall be consulted and/or analysed from 

them. The states future ongoing negotiations between each other shall be also recognized and/or 

presented from them. Missions on the Foreign Affairs can be also amended from this portfolio. The 

collaborative targets of the nations can be immensely emphasized by them. 6   

 

● Expert of Military Affairs = The alleviation of the risks of armament and the lack of peaceful 

construction shall be prevented from their missions. All kinds of military operations can be 

authorized from them. The promotion of security around the world can be achieved and/or 

accomplished from them. At least, the law of war should be emphasized from them to the public. 

All kinds of order based releases shall be released from them, since they are having the authorized 

portfolio.7,8  

 

● Expert of Health  = All kinds of cases of the infection from the illnesses fundamentally the infection 

of the Flakka; shall be reported from them. The cures shall be researched and developed from them. 

All kinds of modifications, adaptations and mutations of the drug can be also amended to be 

implemented from them. The directions to the other experts in order to conduct the well-being shall 

be amended from time to time depending on the process. 9  

 

 

● Expert of Law = The regulations’ implementation’s order is on the hand of them. All kind of 

treaties, amendments, conventions, charters can be ordered and implemented and advised from 



 

 

them. During the extraordinary cases, direct or indirect legislations shall be also done from their 

perspective.  

 

● Expert of Positive Sciences = The chemical, biological, physical and analytical background of the 

imperfections can be researched, reported, adviced and directly implemented as the order from 

them; if they can be assured the effectiveness of their methods with the scientific evidence. The 

actions of the laboratories are also at their responsibility.  

 

● Expert of Technology = In accordance with the logic and credibility of the creativity; all kinds of 

newnesses can be brought from them, in order to conduct the well being. The new inventions or 

the discoveries can be presented from them to the public. The ideas of the past successful, partly 

successful or unsuccessful technological advancements’ based attempts can be gathered and/or 

presented from them by connecting the necessities of the public.  

 

● Expert of Economy =  The proper synchronization of the investments and the balancement of the 

expenditures logically are essential for their success and prosperity. The methods in order to be 

having the efficient economics methods for big portions of the populations can be also implemented 

from them. The long-term policies, sustainability circumstances, current circulations and possible 

shortages should be analysed and promoted in order to have the excellency of the macroeconomic 

conditions from them. 

 

● Expert of Environment = Sustainability of the natural resources, the sustainability of the nature, 

clean energy resources’ always capacitizing, natural emphasized measurements have been always 

missioned from them. The protection of nature, for the humanitarian environment has been basing 

from them. So that certain kind of emphasis can be implemented on their targets during the process.  

 

● Expert of Psychology = How can the normalization of humanity shall be implemented, based ideas 

can be thought and amended from them. The analysis based on the living things, during the process; 

in accordance with the behaviours / reactions can be inferred by them. Different kinds of individual 

exemplifications and the solutions for alleviating the imperfections; can be done from them.  

 

● Expert of Pharmacology = Direct researches based on the drug, should be definitely missioned from 

them. The appropriate medicines shall be improved from them. So that the ways for ‘’antidote’’ 

construction shall be implemented from them.  



 

 

 

● Expert of Arts and Culture = Since, there is also a necessity that is basing on supporting the social 

and humanitarian sanctions based on the goods of the individuals, the cultural evidences’ based 

researches are also supplying the essence for the process. The creations special for the process and 

the improvement of the artistic establishments are having significant place. So that, the analysis 

from this expert is based on the supportiveness to the humanities’ construction.  

 

● Expert of Trade and Management = The financing of the cartels’ indications shall be done from 

them. The current relationships between households, firms, institutions and consumers can be 

analysed and reported from them in order to conduct the independent research from the others and 

bonded to the indication of the harmnesses’ source.  

 

● Expert of Agriculture and Industrial Affairs = The indications of the opportunities for the well-

being, appropriately / nature-friendly and efficient sustainability of the world with the proper 

working activities; have been promoted from them. In order to promote that kind of sustainable 

emphasis based missions, all kinds of amendments can be made from them.  

 

● Expert of Cartography = The designing / ordering / synchronization of the maps have been 

missioned from them. The geographical analysis shall be done from them. Different perspectives 

based maps are also on the hand of their perspective.  

 

● Expert of Philosophy and Religion = The abstractive minding of the society during the existence 

of humanity, shall be also taken into account during the process, with the special perspectives with 

the harmony of the modern world from the certain expert.  

 

●  Expert of Collective Security = The controlling of all kinds of security forces and the inspection 

of the harmonization of the security measurements and the collaborations’ controls can be 

implemented from them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

9. Timeline of Events 

2020 – 2024 = Because of the virus that surrounds the world with too much expansion of the 

Coronavirus, the pandemic construction around the world has periodically sustained. Even, people 

have prejudged all the infections of the Covid-19 have completely ended up during the last two 

months of 2020; the cases have always shown the unstable upward action. All the political, social, 

cultural activities have lost its essence, almost their order, and its speed. Although in the first half 

of the year of 2021, many struggles for vaccination have emerged, these have resulted with the 

unfruitfulness because of the rapid mutation and changing of the chemical construction of the 

disease during the time. Second half of 2021 has completely sustained with the global quarantine10 

around the world. The intensive scientific researches of all the medical researches of the countries 

have continued from online platforms. In December 2021, all the scientists have gathered and 

intensively modified the vaccination to cure the disease. However, although in 2022 January, if the 

people had taken into account the existence of the social distance, the virus could be completely 

ended, but they have overwhelmingly not taken into account. So that, although there was a 

successfully established vaccination, scientists’ whole effort for 6 months have literally just been 

trash. With the starting of the 2022, the scientists’ overwhelmingly just protested the world, with 

completely giving up to the struggles for creating the vaccination for Covid-19. Because people 

have just reacted senseless, so that they have reacted to the people with that kind of behavior. Same 

process of global quarantine has started with the date of April 15th 2022. With the very low 

populated scientist medicine doctors, the new vaccination has been produced at the end of 2022. In 

2023’s first month of January, the vaccination will be done step by step. With this system, on March 

25th 2023, all the people around the world have a vaccine, and it has been calculated as the virus 

has completely ended.  

Then, on May 1st 2023, the secret agencies who are producing the biological weapon, imposed the 

certain investigation was implied from the several members of the domestic and international 

investigation services. After the imposition of certain constructions, the weapon producers’ 

radicalization was released. Although it is an unknown connection era, the existence of that kind 

of secret-agency-groups-based construction was real. And then, during the second term of 2023, 

many claims for these agencies have implied from the society. In this term, it has tried to be taken 

under control. During this term, the global quarantine and social distance process have also been 

proceeding.  

At the end of 2023, on December 17th 2023, the determination of the certain secret agencies’ 

identification was done. However, from the world leaders, it has decided to keep the information 

as secret. Nevertheless, the precautions against them have tried hard to be taken. With the 



 

 

commencing of the new year, 2024, people were looking forward to refrain from the quarantine 

process. In February 2024, in accordance with the international authorities and the scientists, it was 

assured that the necessary precautions against the threats’ taking into secured. With the 

commencing of February 2024, the normalization process of the world has just started in practice.  

 

2024 – 2030 = With the starting process of normalization, the number of agencies that are aiming 

to harm the people around the world has shown crucial upward action. Almost in all the institutions, 

the drug cartels have started to be organized. At first, it has just started with the ‘soft drug’ cartels’ 

activation, however, the cruciality of the process has been apprised. It has started to be giving harms 

to the hospitals, schools, youth hostels, companies and many commonly used multi-purposed social 

areas.  

 

2030 – 2050 = In 2030, the United Nations Organization of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has 

threatened. The actions against the sustaining of the proceeding of the organization have apprised. 

After the intensive threats directed to UNODC, and the uncontrolled utilization of the drugs, in 

2035, the actions of the certain organization has completely suspended. Normally, the criminal 

actions, violence around the society, domestic and international crimes have shown upward action. 

In accordance with the previous years’ observations, obviously; the cartels have mostly been found 

in the United States, Brazil, England, Spain and Turkey. Also, from the cartels; the interruptions 

against the investigation actions have been done. In almost all the domestic and international 

investigation services such as COINTELPRO, InterPol, FBI, KGB, Countries’ National 

Investigation Organizations’ have been including the spies from the secret-agency-based drug 

cartels, and misdirection of the certain organizations have been released. As far as it has been 

examined, the dominant drug that has been using was Alpha PvP (Flakka Drug) 

 

2050 – 2100 =  

● As the consequence of the lack of the counter-terrorism and disarmament activities, 

intensively bloody crucial wars have apprised. In 2051, Arab Israeli War has started with 

the intervention of all the Muslim countries in / around the MENA + Israel & Israel allied 

United States Army.  

● In 2054, the War of the East Mediterranean was apprised. In this war one of the 

belligerents’ side, there were ‘’France, Hellenic Republic (Greece), Armenia and 

independent armed groups from Russian Federation’’. Another side was ‘’Germany, Italy, 

Turkey, Azerbaijan’’. On the other hand, the Civil Wars have apprised and increased its 



 

 

intensiveness. There were civil wars in Afghanistan (Taliban and Government), Libya 

(Legal and Illegal Government), Syria (Legal and Illegal Government), Sudan (North and 

South Sudan), Nigeria (Government and Liberia), PR China (Chinese Army and Minor 

Uyghur Turks), Yemen (Governmental) and Mongolia (Ideological). Also, there were 

conflicts between Caribbean States; without the intervention of the United States. Also, 

because of the intensiveness of the consumption of the drugs;  the circulation of the 

economy has completely suspended in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Chile, 

Uruguay, Peru and Bolivia. The contract was signed as these countries’ resources’ 

colonization was belonging only to Portugal, where is the country that deter from the hot 

conflicts and the consumption of the Drugs as the policy. However, because of the intensive 

domestic consumption of the Alpha PvP, the coasts of Gibraltarians, have been at the 

situation of unlivable conditions. So that, all the population of Portugal, has just moved 

around South America; and the South American countries have been officially governed 

by Portugal. With this opportunity, the empty land Portugal has been the headquarters of 

International Drug Cartels under the name of International Drug Entitization Association 

(IDEA). It was set in the capital of Portugal, Lisbon in 2060. By this time, in Spain, the 

consumption and the effectiveness of the Alpha PvP has crucially increased, in 2075, the 

Political Institutions of Spain, was completely suspended.   

● Regarding Asia, India and Pakistan mainly conflicted regarding Kashmir themed issues. 

After that, in accordance with the pros & bons; the allies have been set. In the certain war 

names ‘’War of Kashmir’’; one of the allied belligerent was including ‘’India, Nepal, 

Bhutan, Myanmar, Indonesia’’. The other belligerent ally was ‘’Pakistan, Tajikistan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, Sri Lanka, Malaysia’’  

● Regarding the Fareast Asia, there was also war, regarding the ideologies, which started as 

‘’Second Korean War’’ in 2078. Belligerents were, on one side there were the countries of 

‘’DPRK, Russian Federation Red Army, Laos’’. Another Side was ‘’South Korea, Japan, 

Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam, Thailand’’.  

 

 

2100 – 2150 =  

● With the end of 21. For Centuries, the wars have lost their speed, because of the 

international legal authorities’ losses; the precautions were dramatically limited. Between 

the years of 2100 and 2105; the conclusion process has been partly coming. At the end of 

2105, the population of the world has dramatically decreased because of the immense hot 



 

 

conflicts around the world. Before the wars, even the population of the world was 7.4 

Billion; as the consequence of the wars, the population has decreased to 6,6 Billion, after 

all the casualties. 6 Million of the population was heavily wounded, and they have been 

very close to be died, because of the losing of the authorization of the social services like 

the medical aids. The production of the synthetic drugs and the headquarters activities of 

IDEA was also continuing in the region of Gibraltar.  

● The organizations that have decided to adjourn its activities during the extraordinary 

situation of the world during the last 50 years, all the regional international organizations 

which are particularly NATO, OSCE, ASEAN, BRICS, EU Council, EU Commission, 

European Union as Summit, Shanghai Cooperation have completely dissolved and 

suspended. Meanwhile, it has decided that, from now on, there will not be any more G20 

Leaders Summit. It has been meaning that, all these functions of these suspended 

assemblies and organizations have transferred to the United Nations. These proceeding 

have finalized in 2103 

● In the following years, because of the upward action of the activities of IDEA; and actually 

forcibly legalization of all kinds of Drugs, the population of the drug consumers who are 

addicted to the Drug Usage has risen to 3 Billion, meaning almost half of the World 

Population. Meanwhile, the total world population was 6.2 Billion. Year = 2111  

● With the continuance of the Drug-Consumption-Based being of the world aimed action of 

IDEA, the counter-actions for the United Nations mechanism has been continuing day by 

day. Dramatically, they have been getting successful with the actions like kidnapping, 

assassinations, insurgencies and the uprising of the terrorism & violence.  

 

2150 – 2200 =  

● From 2151, the population of the ‘’unaffected’’ from the drugs, non-utilizer population is 

just 2.5 Billion. The total population of the addicted Alpha PvP utilizers is 3.5 Billion, with 

the majority population. The anxieties have apprised in the society, however, the counter 

– world order organization IDEA, has literally immense strength, more than even United 

Nations and United Nations supported organizations. Healthy and unaffected population is 

feeling hopeless, however, they have been trying to mobilize their next generations in order 

to work as Counter-IDEA. From the secret agencies, without giving sense to IDEA; many 

articles, plenties of informative documents, scenarios and archives have been freely 

transferring to interconnections between people. The ‘’Counter-IDEA’’ thinkers have been 



 

 

trying to find the solution ways against the threatening issues and they have been improving 

the new ideas day by day.     

● Because of the division of the powers, they separated many similar-functioned agencies 

around the world; like the separation of the forcefulness; the IDEA’s legacy around the 

world has been increasing day by day.  

● With the continued efforts from IDEA, there were many successful acts from them.  

● Secured basins have been settled to the countries, in order to be preserved from the risky 

process of the expansion of the Alpha PvP Consumption.  

- These are:  

● In 2185, the foundations’ leader based organizations which are: World Health Assembly 

(automatically Organization), World Trade Organization, World Bank, IMF, Greenpeace, 

International Telecommunication Union, European Central Bank have just suspended and 

dissolution has happened. This has happened with the intensive interruption and threats 

from the IDEA. This has also ended the actions of the International Court of Justice and 

Economic and Social Council.  

● By the following, with the conduction of the closure of the foundation based organizations, 

the United Nations’ mechanism was also destroyed, with pressures from the agency named 

IDEA. In 2191, the United Nations dissolved and completely stopped its actions with all 

the composition circumstances. 

● Without the certain international legal framework, the legacy of the IDEA has strengthened 

more. This caused one step more uncontrolled arrangement of the world. In 2197, all the 

Domestic Political Institutions were suspended. January 2nd 2197, has been declared as the 

Anniversary of the Victory from IDEA.  

 

2200 – 2214 =  

● Clandestinely, the telecommunication of the ones who are working on behalf of Counter-

IDEA has begun by the starting of the new century. The plans of ‘’Special Commission on 

the End of Nations’’ have been started. 

● The articles regarding the ‘’integration of the ancient creations to the 23rd Century’’ have 

been submitted. For instance, there were analyses for Treaty of Westphalia, Gathering of 

the Vienna Congress, Unification of Central European States, Rising of the League of 

Nations, Apprising of the United Nations.  

●  

 



 

 

10. Common Missions and Possible Ongoing of the Process 

Counter – End of Nations based actions have apprised in this period which is the year of 2214. 

The setting of the assembly has synchronized. This meeting will be aiming the gathering of the 

former International Organizations’ Delegates, retired ministers and the experts on several 

topics. This assembly has organized, leaded and convened by the former Minister of Health 

Dr. Igor Rasputin from Russia. The ages of the participants are between 60 and 65. Specifically 

they are completely from different countries and there are 17 official participants of this 

commission.  

 

11. Character Matrix 

 

(President Chair) Chairperson of Special Commission on End of Nations: Mr. Igor Rasputin from Russian 

Federation - Chemistrian Scientist and Medicine Doctor, Retired Minister of Health 

 

● Expert of Diplomacy Mrs. Jennifer Pompeo from United States of America - Senior 

Politician , Retired Minister of Foreign Affairs 

● Expert of Military Affairs Mr. Li Jung Ping from China - Former Chief of UN 

Peacekeeping Operations 

● Expert of Health  Mrs. Theressa Brown from United Kingdom – Former President of World 

Health Assembly  

● Expert of Law Mr. Paul Joseph from France – Retired Chair Judge of International Court 

of Justice 

● Expert of Positive Sciences Mr. Anton Nikoleyev from Russian Federation - Professional 

Biologist, Retired Minister of Health  

● Expert of Technology Mr. Park Lee Pyo from South Korea - Professional Physician, 

Physics Engineer, Retired Minister of Science and Technology  

● Expert of Economy Mr. Giuseppe Ferrari from Italy -Former Managing Director of IMF 

● Expert of Environment Mrs. Shweta Gumber from India – Former CEO of Greenpeace, 

Professional Environmental Engineer  

● Expert of Psychology Ms. Emma Karl from Germany – Former Director of United Nations 

Human Rights Council 

● Expert of Pharmacology Mr. Michael March from Australia - Former Pharmacy Professor  

● Expert of Arts and Culture Mr.Pedro Andre from Spain – Former Director of UN GA-3 

Social and Humanitarian Committee 



 

 

● Expert of Trade and Management Mr. Burak Cem Kaya from Turkey – Former Director of 

World Trade Organization 

● Expert of Agriculture and Industrial Affairs Mrs. Minenhle Marziya Muzghan Osas South 

Africa - Master Analyst   

● Expert of Cartography Mr. Orlando Pablo from Brazil - Master Geographist, Master of 

Map Designing and Establishment 

● Expert of Philosophy and Religion Mr. Mohammad Shakur Saudi Arabia - Master 

Researcher of the Social Sciences  

● Expert of Collective Security  Mr. Cedric Manual from Switzerland - Master Strategist  
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